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ABSTRACT 

When searching through large volumes of electronic mail(email)        
from an archive, email users can spend much time and effort           
trying to locate a specific email. This can be further aggravated           
when the user does not have much information on the sender of            
the email or the email contents themselves. This paper gives an           
overview of and compares various existing methods to extract         
email from large archives. These methods are differentiated in         
terms of their applications. Preservation of digital objects within         
the email archives, offline digital collections and longevity of         
email systems, are also mentioned as additional considerations in         
large volume email retrieval. 
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retrieval, efficiency, offline, enduring, preservation, longevity 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Email users make use of their email inboxes, in the process of            
communicating information. Sometimes the information is      
unimportant and can be deleted, whilst at other times, in the case            
of work-related emails, the information is important and needs to          
be stored by the user. Over time, a large amount of important            
information accumulates as an archive, and it becomes        
cumbersome to retrieve specific emails from that archive.        
Whittaker et al.[45] termed this as “email overload”. 

With email overload, a need arises for an efficient method to           
search through the archive. This need is addressed as part of the            
research field of information retrieval. Information retrieval is        
obtaining data (usually documents), in an unstructured form        
(usually text), that satisfies an information need from within large          
collections [34]. The purpose of this paper is to address the           
aforementioned need, by assessing information retrieval methods       
applied to large volumes of email. 

 

2. EMAIL  RETRIEVAL METHODS 

2.1. Vector Space Model 

The vector space model represents text as a vector of terms.           
Terms generally being words of phrases. A term is denoted as a            
dimension in a multidimensional vector space. Any text would be          
considered a vector in this dimensional space(text-vector). Terms        
that belong to a text receive a non-zero value, for each text-vector            
corresponding to the term [38]. 

A general vector space model attaches weightings to documents         
and queries, representing them as vectors [33]. Rankings are later          
calculated from these vectors. The ranking formulas proposed by         
Salton, G [33], are rarely used in recent times, but documents and            
queries are still commonly considered vectors in a high         
dimensional space[34]. See 2 for some general applications of the          
Vector Space Model in information retrieval. 

If the vector space model is applied specifically to email systems,           
target email messages(emails from the corpus) can be represented         
as vectors with numeric weights: 

  

Where , and fik is the number of times          
word k appears in email message i. Query messages were also           
represented as vectors: 

  

Where , with fk as the       
number of times the word occurs in the query message, N as the             
number of messages in the database, and nk as the number of            
messages containing word k [19]. 

The target email messages are ranked using the cosine similarity          
formula and a variant of tf-idf weighting [33]. The tf-idf weighting           
is expanded to term frequency-inverse document frequency       
weighting, and is a numerical statistic intended to reflect how          



important a word is to a document, in a collection or corpus [31].             
The tf-idf value increases proportionally to the number of times a           
word appears in the document and is offset by the frequency of            
the word in the corpus. This adjusts for the case where words            
appear more frequently in general  [19]. 

These rankings for the target email messages, are determined         
through the calculation of a score for each target email message i,             
with the score calculate as follows: 

 

The j used in the above formula is the same as the k mentioned              
earlier, with the formula basically summing the product of the          
target email message and query message weights.  

This approach to retrieving email was designed to deal with          
threaded emails, which can be broken into parent and child          
messages, where the parent is the message that the child is a reply             
to [19]. The approach however, ignores the order of words, when           
matching query messages against potential parents.  

To determine what text from a child should be used as a query,             
and what text from target email messages should be used to           
represent them in the database, the five combinations explored         
were: 

 

 

It was found that unquoted text queries and quoted text targets,           
performed the best [19]. 

According to Lewis and Knowles[19], a more advanced vector         
space model could be created, if one were to incorporate: 1.           
Indexing, matching, and term weighting on multi-word phrases or         
entire lines, 2. Use of timestamps on email messages to group           
them, 3. Use of authorship information to identify parent         
messages, 4. Categorization of messages into “calls for papers”,         
“job ads” etc. 5. Sibling(another child with same parent)         
detection, through use of machine learning techniques.  

  

2.2. Lazy Graph Walk  

Minkov, Cohen and Ng [21] used the Lazy Graph Walk algorithm           
for their email retrieval system. The Lazy graph walk algorithm is           
an adaption of the well-known PageRank Algorithm [26], and         

involves traversing a graph possessing random resets, with a fixed          
probability of halting on each step during traversal. 

The traversal or walk, uses a start node and compares it to edges             
in the graph for similarity, along multiple connecting paths. The          
graph nodes correspond to entity types like email addresses and          
dates, and edges correspond to relations, like who email was          
“sent-by” or the date the email was sent [21]. 

A graph G incorporates a set of nodes, and has labeled directed            
edges. Nodes are represented by letters like a, b, or c, and an edge              

from a to b is labeled as a b. The entity types for an email               
corpus are shown in the far left of Table 1 [21].  

 

 

Every node a has a type, denoted T(a), which we assume is a             
fixed set of possible types. There will be the assumption that there            
are no edges from a node to itself, for (modeling) convenience.           
An inverse label l-1 is also created for each edge label (relation).            
This means however, that the graph will be cyclic in nature[21]. 

 

2.3. Automatic  Query Expansion(AQE) 

Users often type short queries, when searching for information in          
information retrieval (IR) systems. In the case of an email system;           
a user might be looking to retrieve past correspondence with          
vague information on what they are searching for. This could be           
due to the correspondence having been done a long time in the            
past, or the brief nature of the correspondence making it harder to            
remember. These queries that contain only a few words, are          
termed lazy queries [27]. Query formulation and reformulation is         
regarded as one of the most difficult tasks in information          
retrieval.[34] 



Automatic query expansion involves analyzing all the text related         
to the search query, to compile a specific thesaurus. The thesaurus           
is then used to expand the query, with words or phrases of similar             
meaning to those in the query [49]. This increases the chances of            
finding relevant documents that contain words of similar meaning         
to the query.  

There are four main approaches to automatic query expansion         
[28]: 

1. Using plain co-occurrence data:  

This involves calculating the similarities between      
terms(words; keywords or phrases in query or       
document), using the association hypothesis(correlation     
test) and thereafter classifying terms by their similarity        
threshold. This is finding the statistical co-occurrence of        
terms [8]. The set of index terms is subdivided into          
classes of similar terms. A query is then expanded by          
adding all the terms of the classes that contain query          
terms [28]. 

This automatic query expansion method utilizing      
statistical co-occurrence data, can result in significant       
improvement in the retrieval effectiveness, when      
measured using both recall-precision and usefulness. A       
consistent performance improvement  was noted [28].  

2. Using document classification:  

In the case of an email system, this would refer to email            
classification or ranking. Documents are first classified       
using a document classification algorithm, then      
infrequent terms found in a document class are        
considered similar and clustered in the same term class         
(thesaurus class) [12]. The terms in the query are         
interchanged with a thesaurus class, or a thesaurus is         
added to the search query. 

Due the better quality of the thesaurus for large         
collections (in comparison to smaller ones), the number        
of additional terms searched for increases with the size         
of the archive [28]. This may result in a more specific           
search result, but there are issues that were noted in past           
papers with regards to retrieval time and efficiency. An         
illustration would be when El-hamdouchi, A [8] tested        
the CLINK algorithm(a document classification     
method), on large document collections, and found the        
retrieval efficiency to considerably poor. 

3. Using syntactic context: 

The relations between terms in the queries are formed         
using linguistic knowledge and co-occurrence statistics      
[13]. 

This method uses a defined grammar and a dictionary         
data structure, to extract a list of terms for each term t in             

the query(t is the query term). A list consists of all           
terms that relate to the query term t (called modifiers).          
Similarities between query terms and modifiers are then        
calculated. Subsequently, a query is expanded by adding        
those modifiers from the lists, most similar to any of the           
query terms [28]. This method however, produces only        
slightly better results, than when using the original        
unexpanded queries [13]. 

4. Using relevance information: 

This falls into the category of relevance feedback        
methods, where important terms or expressions relevant       
to the user, that are attached to previous retrieved         
documents, are chosen and their importance enhanced in        
future queries [32].  

Relevance information is used to construct a global        
information structure, like a pseudo thesaurus [30, 31]        
or a minimum spanning tree [31].  

 

3. APPLICATION OF RETRIEVAL 
METHODS 

In general information retrieval(IR), the vector space model is         
used for the retrieval of documents and in web search[3, 7, 10, 33,             
47], with not many applications for large volume email retrieval          
systems[3, 13, 43]. The vector space model can be applied to           
threaded email messaging systems, and provides the potential to         
better model relationships among emails for search-related tasks,        
after the suggested advanced features of the model are added on           
[19]. 

For IR, the lazy graph walk method can be used to estimate word             
dependency distributions[22]. Specifically applied to email, the       
lazy graph walk method has several advantageous applications for         
search-related tasks. Firstly, it can be used to preserve the entity           
type (linked to preservation of archived data), to handle a broad           
range of problems as typed search queries( including name         
disambiguation and threading). Secondly, it models relationships       
between structures, to provide a unified framework for integration         
of multiple types of information, including social network        
information, images, text and timelines within emails. Name        
disambiguation, and email threading are other applications of the         
lazy graph walk method [21].  

AQE is fully automatic, meaning that the user is not involved in            
the decision of what addition terms are added to the search. It can             
be applied as the first run in an IR system, when no relevance             
information is yet available [34]. In case relevance information is          
available, feedback techniques could also be introduced to retrieve         
even more relevant documents [32]. 

There is however a side effect of AQE: as the retrieval results            
become more relevant and the archive larger (millions of emails),          



the size of the thesaurus created becomes huge. The construction          
of the similarity thesaurus in this situation, could therefore be          
considered too computationally expensive [28].  

 

4. RELATED WORK  

5.1. Preservation of Digital Objects 

Bellinger et al.[4] stated that a digital object is “an information           
object, of any type of information or any format, expressed in           
digital form.” An information object encapsulates any piece of         
information or data.  

Preservation of digital objects(including e-mails within archives),       
refers to preserving the structure and format of the original object.           
However, it does not entail maintaining all the digital         
attributes(eg. size, variety and complexity etc.) of the digital         
object. To preserve a digital object, the relationships between         
levels (in the structure), must be known or knowable by the           
system [4]. 

One particular way of preserving email consists of using simple          
email formats, including mbox, mdir, PST, NSF and Groupwise         
[40]. The most commonly used formats however, are Mbox and          
Mdir [18]. Mbox [17] stores the entire email archive as a single            
file, using one file lock to synchronize access to folders in that            
file. Mdir does not use locks, but instead represents mail folders           
as a directory and email messages as files. Metadata and mail           
flags are used in mdir to control access [18]. 

Another way involves the use of simple protocols to access email,           
such as the Post Office Protocol (POP) and Internet Message          
Access Protocol (IMAP). POP [24] is used to retrieve mail from a            
server and provides basic mail manipulation operations. IMAP is         
used by gmail [23] and expands on some the features of POP. It             
allows for offline email operations, that are later synchronized         
with the server and allows concurrent email clients (devices like          
laptops, smartphones etc.) to connect to the same inbox. With          
concurrent email access in IMAP, there is still the problem of           
duplicating or losing and email, from modifying a message or          
folder simultaneously. 

For email archives, the original contents of the emails in the           
archive, needs to be preserved after retrieval. The retrieval should          
not alter the format or structure of the actual archive. The           
relationships between levels in the archive, would become        
unknown by the system  thereafter [4].  

 

5.2. Email System Longevity 

Over time, the email system software becomes obsolete, as         
software aging [9] occurs. This can be attributed a number of           
factors including: insufficient updates; program size; reduction in        

performance; increasing user expectations and errors introduced       
through changes. Longevity of the system is thus a concern. 

Some strategies to increase longevity of the email software, and          
decrease the rate of software aging include: 

1. Object orientation: this involves having items that are        
most likely to change, constitute a small part of the          
code. In this way, when changes occur, less code would          
need to be discarded. 

2. Reducing restructuring: whereby there is less      
reorganization of system components and less grouping       
of similar components [2].  

3. Modularity: This refers to the degree of separability of         
the components of a system and their ability to be put           
back together[35]. If the email system could more easily         
be broken down into parts, then it would be simpler to           
reuse components of the system, even if the system as 
a whole no longer works. 

4. Improving Personal Information Management(PIM):    
This refers to creating relevant categorizations of email        
such as: active (currently being worked upon); dormant        
(inactive but potentially useful); not useful and       
un-assessed (not viewed) [6]. 

The above longevity considerations should be factored in, when         
creating an email system aimed to be used in the long-term. 

 

5.3. Offline Digital Collections 

Poor internet connectivity in South Africa and other developing         
countries, has resulted in the attention of researchers being drawn          
to offline digital collections. Offline digital collections are any         
sort of offline information store, including backed-up email        
archives or databases [16]. These archives tend to need         
preprocessing, as offline collections may be slower than        
server-based systems [42]. 

 

The vector space model shown earlier, was tested on offline          
databases of email messages and considered the format of online          
internet email messages in its derivation [21]. The Lazy graph          
walk method was tested on offline collections only [15]. The          
various AQE methods, have been tested on both offline and online           
systems and is widely researched [8, 11, 39]. 

Suleman et al.[42] stated that online and offline systems present          
advantages and disadvantages, and a hybrid system(online-offline       
repository) would be a better alternative to both.  

 



 

5. SUMMARY 

There are many papers available on information or document         
retrieval, but not many of these papers touch on the topic of            
retrieval of emails. Even so, this paper presents a few effective           
solutions, majority of which requiring the creation of new data          
structures, like graphs, in their attempt to retrieve relevant results          
for the user. With the improvement in relevance of the retrieved           
results, the models themselves become more complex and issues         
later arise [1]. 

While large volume email retrieval methods are the focus of this           
paper, there are other considerations like preservation of the data          
within the email archive, and obsolescence of the email system,          
that also have an impact on the retrieval of email from large            
archives. In some cases the system  
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